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LYMPHATIC CONSTITUTION
This condition is characterised by congested lymphatics. Notice the white lymphatic ring
around the pupil. Recomend lymph massage, moderate to heavy exercise, and detoxification homeopathy.
CHECK Lymph Liquescence, Xenobiotics, Lymph Spleen Mammary. Special attention to
Amalgam, Mercury, Metex, Envirox.

LYMPHATIC AND RHEUMATIC CONSTITUTION
Lymphatic congestion has extended to muscular tissue producing toxic rheumatic conditions. The white ring has turned darker. Recommend lymph massage after exercise, muscle massage, light exercise, detoxification homeopathy.
CHECK Lymph Liquescence, Muscle Ligament Cartilage, Xenobiotics. Special attention
to Addex, Chlorex, Industriox.

BLOOD CONSTITUTION
This is the type prone to blood infections and toxicity. Skin and Hair disorders usually
present.
CHECK Blood Liquescence, Blood Clenz, Lymph Liquescence, Liver Liquescence,
Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Addex, Amebex, Beautox, Algin

TOXIC BLOOD CONSTITUTION
Blood toxicities are starting with some infections.
CHECK Blood Liquescence, Liver Liquescence, Xenobiotics, Blood Clenz.
Special attention to BAC, FNG, VIR, Amebex.

CLASSIC RHEUMATIC CONSTITUTION
Tendency to rheumatic muscular and adjustment disorders.
CHECK Connective Tissue Liquescence, Muscle Ligament Cartilage, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Metex, Envirox, Industriox.

MESENCHYMAL PATHOLOGICAL TYPE
This is the type of constiution significant of mesenchymal development. Most often producing digestive or connective tissue disorders.
CHECK Connective Tissue Liquescence, Digestive Emzyme Liquescence, Lymph
Liquescence, Silicae, mineral balance.
Special attention to Envirox, Metex.

SATURATED OIL CONSTITUTION
Excess saturated animal fats and processed foods. Acid pH type and excess stress.
CHECK Fatty Acid Liquescence, Kidney Liquescence, Cholesterinum, Liver Liquescence,
Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Amalgam, Chemex, FNG, VIR.

SATURATED OILS AND RUEUNIATIC CONSTITUTION
Here the saturated oils have spread from lymphatics to muscles and connective tissue.
Cholesterol levels have risen (note the yellow in the sclera).
CHECK Cholesterinum, Connective Tissue Liquescence, Liver Liquescence, Shark
Cartilage, Xenobiotics, Fatty Acid Liquescence. Special attention to Amalgam, Metex.

NEUROLOGICAL SENSITIVE CONSTITUTION
This is the typical ectomorph character of neurological sensitivity. CHECK Brain
Liquescence, B-Complex Liquescence, Major Nerves, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to mineral deficiency (zinc, manganese, calciumpotassium ratio).

ADVANCED URIC ACID KIDNEY AND RHEUMATIC DISEASE
Disturbances of the joints and connective tissue resulting from years of life
excesses.
CHECK: Kidney liquescence, Liver Liquescence, Vitamin C. Special attention
to Metex, Algin, and Chlorex.

ADVANCED LIVER AND RHEUMATIC DISEASE
Disturbances of the Liver’s detoxification system. Build up of toxins results in joint and
connective tissue disease.
CHECK: Liver Liquescence, Vitamin C, and all Xenobiotics. Special attention to
Amalgam, Lycopodium, Bear Gall Bladder.

URIC ACID KIDNEY AND RHEUMATIC
DISEASE, Disturbances of the kidney from uric or oxallic acid build up in joints and
connective tissue, pre-gout, gout and rheumatic disorders. CHECK: Kidney liquescence,
Liver Liquescence, Vitamin C.
Special attention to Metex, Algin, and Chlorex.

LIVER AND RHEUMATIC DISEASE TENDENCY
Disturbances of the Liver’s detoxification system. Build up of toxins results in joint and
connective tissue disease.
CHECK: Liver Liquescence, Vitamin C, and all Xenobiotics. Special attention to
Amalgam, Lycopodium, Bear Gall Bladder.

CARDIOLOGICAL PATHOLOGY TYPE
This type tends to cardiac dysfunction and needs specific help in maintaining proper
heart function.
CHECK Heart Liquescence, Lymph Liquescence, Major Nerves, Xenobiotics, mineral balance.
Special attention to Chemex, Addex, Amalgam, Chlorex, Industriox.

VEGATIVE PATHOLOGY CONSTITUTION
Disturbances of the vegative capacity to produce enzymes, maintain bowel flora balance,
and keep pH balance result very often in these types. CHECK mineral balance, Lymph
Liquescence, Liver Liquescence, Kidney Liquescence, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Pituitary Liquescence, Microflora, Beautox, Algin, Chlorex.

ACCUMULATED FAT CONSTITUTION ADVANCED STAGE
Excess fatty food and not enough fatty acids catch up with body most often in the 40’s. Too
much food additives, alcohol, and smoking only complicate the decline. Light exercise.
CHECK Choiesterinum, Blood Liquescence, Sulphur, Liver Liquescence, Heart
Liquescence, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Addex, Beautox, Envirox, Chemex.

IMMUNE PATHOLOGICAL TYPE
Toxicity of the immune system leads to over or under reaction. This can lead to
unchecked infections or hypersensitive allergic reactivity. CHECK Immune Stim,
Thymus Liquescence, Liver liquescence, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to FNG, BAC, VIR, Amebex,Vermex, Opsin I, Opsin II.

ACCUMULATED FAT CONSTITUTION EARLY STAGE
Excess fatty food and not enough fatty acids catch up with body most often in the 40’s. Too
much food additives, alcohol, and smoking only complicate the decline. Must exercise.
CHECK Cholesterinum, Blood Liquescence, Sulphur, Liver Liquescence, Heart
Liquescence, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Addex, Beautox, Envirox, Chemex.

GLANDULAR PATHOLOGICAL TYPE
Endocrine and glandular disorders result in pituitary pineal and hypothalmic dysfunction.
This procedes deeper to effect all other endocrine and even exocrine function. Almost
any disease could result. CHECK Pituitary Liquescence, Pituitary Pineal Hypothalamus,
Thyroid Liquescence, Adrenal Liquescence, Xenobiotics.
Special attention to Chemex, Addex, Algin.
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this.
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QUANTUM VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE
Chapter 8
OPTICS

As we have described in previous books, light is a quantum electrodynamic condition, and light
consists of electromagnetic waves. The phenomenon of electromagnetic waves is very interesting in its
various components. Electromagnetic radiation can be thought of as mutually coupled vector waves. One is
the electric field wave and the other a magnetic field wave, both making up electromagnetic radiation. As we
have described before, electric and magnetic exist together in motion. Vibrational biology is dependent on
photons, and thus our study of biology will require in-depth knowledge of light.
To understand vibrational medicine we must thoroughly review photons, electrons, sound, and all
vibration before jumping into medical applications. If uninterested in the scientific principles discussed in this
chapter, the untrained reader may skip to the medical chapters.
It is possible to describe optical phenomena with a scalar wave theory. Here we describe light as a
single scalar wavefunction. Scalar wave optics are also known as wave optics.
In history scientists have analyzed light. The first theory of light was that of ray optics. Here light is
described as rays that travel in various optical media. These follow different geometrical rules. Ray optics has
also been termed geometrical optics.
Throughout history it has been found that this has much validity in daily experiences. But as it looked
deeper and deeper, science found that there were other phenomena requiring explanation. The second
phenomenon was wave optics. The wave theory of light encompasses the ray theory of light, but it simply
expands from there.
Since ray optics was found to be limited in that some wavelengths were very, very short, a new type of
theory was developed. In wave theory light is described by a scalar function, called the wavefunction. This
obeys the wave equations. Much of this was developed by Schrödinger. The precise meaning of wavefunction
is not always specifi cally stated, but it has components of the electric and magnetic fields. Thus optical power
density and wavefunction, with the postulates of scalar wave light, developed into the theory of wave optics.
Wave optics also had drawbacks. Wave optics could not demonstrate a complete picture of reflection
and refraction at the boundaries between dielectric materials. Wave optics was also incapable of
demonstrating optical phenomena that required a vector formulation. An example of this is polarization.
So historically a new system was developed; that of electromagnetic optics, which contained the
theories of wave optics, yet went beyond. Visible light was contained within the electromagnetic radiation
spectrum, and had a relatively short wavelength between 10 nm and 1 mm.
Most of the previous work done in history involved visible light, because that's what could be detected
by the eye. However, electromagnetic radiation had to go beyond this to cover the entire electromagnetic
spectrum.
Electromagnetic radiation propagates in two different vectors: the electric field wave and the magnetic
field wave. Wave optics theory described light as a single scalar function of position in time. This was known
as the wave function. This was adequate for certain conditions but fell short in describing others. Maxwell's
equations allowed us to understand some interesting effects of light that we will expound on in this chapter.
Now electromagnetics allows us to understand dielectric media, optical transmission, and many other
electrical and magnetic theories that were not covered by the wave and ray theories. To understand biology
we at least need an electromagnetic theory.
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Yet even the electromagnetic theory was not complete. History had to go on to another theory that
encompassed all of the above theories, but went a little further. The theory is known as the quantum theory of
light . Now biology can relate to the biophoton.
The quantum theory of light allowed us to understand thermal light and develop lasers, and to
understand the interactions of crystals, collision broadening, line broadening, stimulated emissions, and many
other factors that brought much more to science. Now with the arrival of the new science of quantum biology
we must add a new dimension to light. That is bio-quantum optics, which allows us to take all the various rules
and developments contained in all the others one step beyond into understanding the interaction of the bioquantum photon. This would show that light and the photon are highly important to biology. Also with our bio-
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quantum optics we will develop some treatises that will allow us to propose a unified field theory (see Chapter
7). Here biology is the solution contained within the twenty-three chromosomes that allowed man to have the
mental and mathematical capacity to comprehend a unified field theory.
As we develop the proposition of the unified field theory, we will encounter some interesting
speculations. Meanwhile, as we develop the laws of the factors of life, we will encounter many medical
implications that will have direct statistical and clinical effectiveness to medicine and biology. Thus as we
explain and propose some speculative action in this book, we also will define some actual clinical modalities of
vibrational medicine that can be used now. We will attempt to tell the reader when we are speculating versus
when a medical technique is actually in practice.
Let us return to our study of optics. Let us develop some postulates, laws, guidelines, and definitions
for optics. We will refer to this in a historical perspective by reviewing all the various aspects of light and
photons.

Ray Optics.
We will find that ray optics is concerned with the direction and location of the photon beams known as
rays. This makes it very useful for image formation and also the ability to understand the flow of optical energy.
Optical components can revolve around an optical axis. The rays will travel about this axis as small
inclinations. These rays are known as paraxial rays. This is the foundation of paraxial optics. If we look at the
changing position of a paraxial ray moving through an optical system, it can be described with matrix algebra.
This is known as matrix optics.
The development of ray optics and matrix optics came through the visible and infrared light spectra.
This was significant in development because the biological systems of human beings could observe them,
because their receptive instruments known as eyes and their heat sensors were able to detect, and thus set up
some understandings. It is very interesting that the biological system also could be used for the mitogenic
radiation, which is also in this spectrum. Thus matrix algebra can be used to calculate and plot our mitogenic
radiation. This is the same matrix that we used in the Bio-Quantum Matrix book, and this allows us to chart out
a flow of the mitogenic radiation.

Postulate #1:
Light travels in rays. These rays are released by a light source, and can be observed as they affect an
optical detector.
Postulate #2:
Optical media can be characterized by their refractive index. The refractive index is the ratio of the
speed of light in free space (c 0) to the speed of the light in a medium (c). We calculate the time that
light travels a distance known as d, where d ÷ c = n @ d ÷ c 0. This proportion to the product nd is known
as the optical path length, and allows us to calculate the refractive index for the medium and the
material that we wish to analyze. The refractive index of water is extremely important in our biological
systems as are many other dielectric materials. However, water helps to focus the mitogenic radiation
to do its work inside the cell.
Postulate #3:
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In a non-like medium the refractive index is the function of the position r = (x, y, z). The optical path
length along the path between point A and B is therefore optical path length = IA to Bn(r)ds. ds is the
differential element of length along the path. Thus the optical path length as it increases will increase
the time light travels from A to B.
Postulate #4:
In Fermat's principle optical rays travelling between two points A and B will follow the minimum amount
of time between the two points.
Postulate #5:
In Hero's principle the refractive index is the same everywhere as is the speed of light within a like
medium. The path of minimum time dictated by Fermat's principle also applies to minimum distance.
Thus the path of minimum distance and the path of least time equate Hero's principle with Fermat's
principle, and thus light rays must travel in straight lines in a homogeneous medium.
Postulate #6:
If we study reflection, we will see that the angle of incident equals the angle of reflection. As a light ray
comes into a mirror or another reflective surface, the law of reflection states that the angle at which it
approaches the mirror will be equal to the angle by which it is reflected out. This is the dictate of
reflection. Refraction tells us how a light ray when it enters a new medium can be twisted or bent; just
as when we look at the reflection of a stick put into the water, the stick appears to be bent, although it
is not. This is known as refraction, and has to do with the speed of light as it changes from one
medium to another. The refractive index of the many capacities of biology will make our job difficult,
yet will be able to explain some photon phenomena throughout the body.
In planar boundaries there is a direct relationship between the angles of refraction and incidence when
there are two media of refractive index n1 and n2. This is governed by Snell's law, which is a variation of the
angle of incidence = angle of reflection. External refraction, thus, is when n1 < n2. Here a ray is incident from
the medium of smaller refractive index and a refracted ray bends away from the boundary. If we have internal
refraction, where n1 > n2 and the incident ray is in a medium of higher refractive index, a refractive ray will bend
towards the boundary. If the angles are extremely small and the rays are paraxial, the relationship is
approximately linear. This helps explain why at certain times an object might hide within a medium and not be
visible because of the angle of refraction. Here we can see that just as a stone might not be visible in water
because of the refraction, certain items inside the body might not be visible.
In the book Quantum Biology we outlined how the white blood cell had photon receptors through which
the blood cell was able to hunt down and see its prey. If this was the case, perhaps cancerous tissue because
of its size is able to develop a refractive index and hide its RNA and DNA so that the white blood cells would
not see its photon release, and thus would ignore it. Many people have tried to understand exactly what it is
about cancer that at certain times will be able to fool white blood cells. Perhaps it is that the cancer has some
type of refractive ability that can bend the light so that white blood cells cannot see the photons properly. Just
as certain light can be trapped in a medium of a high refractive index, so the refractive index of the cancer cell,
plus its size, might be able to trap the photons within, thus preventing the white blood cell from seeing what it
searches for.
Using Fermat's principle we can determine the trajectory of light rays in a medium of known refractive
index.
delta int from B to B n (tau) ds~ =~ 0
Here ds is the differential length along the ray trajectory between points that we will call A and B. The functions
of x(s), y(s), z(s) is the trajectory at which s is the length of each trajectory. Using calculus of variations we can
be shown that these three are partially differential equations.
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d over {ds}~ left ( {n {dx} over {ds}} right )~ =~ {partial n} over {partial x},~~~ d over {ds}~ left ( {n {dy} over
{ds}} right )~ =~ {partial n} over {partial y},~~~ d over {ds}~ left ( {n {dz} over {ds}} right )~ =~ {partial n} over
{ds}
If we analyze the vector of r(s) whose components are x(s), y(s), and z(s), we can convert this to a compact
vector form.
d over {ds}~ n {d tau} over {ds}~ =~ grad n~~~~~~ Ray~ Equation
Here Ln is a vector of cartesian components. n is the gradient.
Thus these vector components follow the right -hand rule, in which electro, magnetic, and static
components are at right angles to each other. There are three other echo or virtual dimensions to these three.
These are scalar in type, and defy most detection techniques. More on this will be discussed later.
Adapting the Ray equation to paraxial waves, we now arrive at
d over {dz}~ left ( {n {dx} over {dz}} right )~ =~ {partial n} over {partial x},~~~ d over {dz}~ left ( {n {dy} over
{dz}} right )~ =~ {partial n} over {partial y}.~~~~~~ stackalign {P&araxial~ Ray # E&quations}
The trajectories of these rays are determined by the surface from which they originate. If S(r) is a scalar
function of equal-level surfaces, then S(r) is a constant. If S(r) is known, the ray trajectory can readily be
constructed using normal to equal-level surfaces at a position r in the direction of the gradient vector.
The function S(r) is now known as an eikonal. An eikonal is akin to the potential function in
electrostatics. This allows us to see the role of the optical rays in an electric field where
E = -MV. If we satisfy Fermat's principle (which is the main postulate of ray optics), this eikonal S(r) must satisfy
a partial differential equation. This is known as the eikonal equation.

left ( {partial S} over {partial x} right ) sup 2~ =~ left ( { partial S} over {partial y} right ) sup 2~ =~ left ( {partial
S} over {partial z} right ) sup 2~ =~ n sup 2
Converted to vector form we now have
line partial S line sup 2~ =~ n sup 2
These equations will be of value later when we make the jump into biology, and make use of this for medicine.
In this chapter we wish to continue in the theoretical aspects of the laws of optics, and how they apply.
Matrix optics is used to plot paraxial rays. These rays are assumed to travel within a single plane in
our ray mechanics. As we proceed into more quantum dynamics we will see that they can travel in other
planes. Thus the matrix optics can be expanded from the two-by-two matrix of ray dynamics into the ten-by-ten
matrix of quantum dynamics.
In setting up our matrix we can look at a periodic system of a cascade of identical unit systems, which
we will call stages. Each of these will have its own ray transfer matrix A, B, C and D. As the ray goes into a
system with the initial position y0, 20 we can determine the position and slope of the ray at the exit of the mth
stage. Here we can apply the ABCD matrix m times.
left [ stack { y sub m #
theta sub m } right ]~ =~ left [ stack {A~~B # C~~D} right ] sup m~ left [ stack {y sub 0 # theta sub 0} right ]
We also can see that the following relations apply.
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y sub {m + 1}~ =~ Ay sub m~ +~ B theta sub m #
theta sub {m + 1}~ =~ Cy sub m~ +~ D theta sub m
We can now derive an equation that governs the dynamics of the position ym, where m = 0, 1, 2, ... This is
irrespective of the angle 2 m. This formula can be achieved by eliminating 2m to yield
theta sub m~ =~ {y sub {m + 1}~ -~ Ay sub m} over B
If we replace m with m + 1, we get
theta sub {m + 1}~ =~ {y sub {m + 2}~ -~ Ay sub {m + 1}} over B
If we use all these equations together, we can get a recurrence relation for the ray position presented by
y sub {m + 2}~ =~ 2by sub {m + 1}~ -~ F sup 2 y sub m~~~~~~ stackalign {R&ecurrence~ Relation #
F&\or~ Ray~ Position}

stack {vert 15 y sub 0 # vert -15 theta sub 0}~~~~ stack {A~~ B # C~~ D}~~~~ stack {vert 15 y sub 1 # vert -15
theta sub 1}~~~~ stack {A~~ B # C~~ D}~~~~~~~~~ stack {A~~ B # C~~ D}~~~~ stack {A~~ B # C~~ D}~~~~
stack {vert 15 y sub m # vert -15 theta sub m}~~~~ stack {A~~ B # C~~ D}~~~~ stack {y sub {m + 1} # theta sub
{m + 1}} #
phantom x #
~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2~~~~~~~~~~~~ m - 1~~~~~~ m~~~~~~~~~~~~ m + 1~~~~~

The diagram below presents a cascade of identical optical components, where
b~ =~ {A~ +~ D} over 2 #
phantom x #
F sup 2~ =~ AD~ -~ BC~ =~ det~ [M]
In the above equation the determinant of M = det (M).
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MATRIX {E sub 1 (0),& E sub 2 (0),& E sub 3 (0),& E sub 4 (0),& E sub 5 (0),& E sub 6 (0),& E sub 7 (0),& E sub 8 (0),& E sub 9 (0),& E sub {10} (0),& E sub {11} (0),& E sub {12} (0) #

E sub 1 (1),& E sub 2 (1),& E sub 3 (1),& E sub 4 (1),& E sub 5 (1),& E sub 6 (1),& E sub 7 (1),& E sub 8 (1),& E
sub 9 (1),& E sub {10} (1),& E sub {11} (1),& E sub {12} (1) #
E sub 1 (2),& E sub 2 (2),& E sub 3 (2),& E sub 4 (2),& E sub 5 (2),& E sub 6 (2),& E sub 7 (2),& E sub 8 (2),& E
sub 9 (2),& E sub {10} (2),& E sub {11} (2),& E sub {12} (2) #
E sub 1 (3),& E sub 2 (3),& E sub 3 (3),& E sub 4 (3),& E sub 5 (3),& E sub 6 (3),& E sub 7 (3),& E sub 8 (3),& E
sub 9 (3),& E sub {10} (3),& E sub {11} (3),& E sub {12} (3) #
E sub 1 (4),& E sub 2 (4),& E sub 3 (4),& E sub 4 (4),& E sub 5 (4),& E sub 6 (4),& E sub 7 (4),& E sub 8 (4),& E
sub 9 (4),& E sub {10} (4),& E sub {11} (4),& E sub {12} (4) #
E sub 1 (5),& E sub 2 (5),& E sub 3 (5),& E sub 4 (5),& E sub 5 (5),& E sub 6 (5),& E sub 7 (5),& E sub 8 (5),& E
sub 9 (5),& E sub {10} (5),& E sub {11} (5),& E sub {12} (5) #
E sub 1 (6),& E sub 2 (6),& E sub 3 (6),& E sub 4 (6),& E sub 5 (6),& E sub 6 (6),& E sub 7 (6),& E sub 8 (6),& E
sub 9 (6),& E sub {10} (6),& E sub {11} (6),& E sub {12} (6) #
E sub 1 (7),& E sub 2 (7),& E sub 3 (7),& E sub 4 (7),& E sub 5 (7),& E sub 6 (7),& E sub 7 (7),& E sub 8 (7),& E
sub 9 (7),& E sub {10} (7),& E sub {11} (7),& E sub {12} (7) #
E sub 1 (8),& E sub 2 (8),& E sub 3 (8),& E sub 4 (8),& E sub 5 (8),& E sub 6 (8),& E sub 7 (8),& E sub 8 (8),& E
sub 9 (8),& E sub {10} (8),& E sub {11} (8),& E sub {12} (8) #
E sub 1 (9),& E sub 2 (9),& E sub 3 (9),& E sub 4 (9),& E sub 5 (9),& E sub 6 (9),& E sub 7 (9),& E sub 8 (9),& E
sub 9 (9),& E sub {10} (9),& E sub {11} (9),& E sub {12} (9) #
E sub 1 (10),& E sub 2 (10),& E sub 3 (10),& E sub 4 (10),& E sub 5 (10),& E sub 6 (10),& E sub 7 (10),& E sub 8
(10),& E sub 9 (10),& E sub {10} (10),& E sub {11} (10),& E sub {12} (10) #
E sub 1 (11),& E sub 2 (11),& E sub 3 (11),& E sub 4 (11),& E sub 5 (11),& E sub 6 (11),& E sub 7 (11),& E sub 8
(11),& E sub 9 (11),& E sub {10} (11),& E sub {11} (11),& E sub {12} (11) #
E sub 1 (12),& E sub 2 (12),& E sub 3 (12),& E sub 4 (12),& E sub 5 (12),& E sub 6 (12),& E sub 7 (12),& E sub 8
(12),& E sub 9 (12),& E sub {10} (12),& E sub {11} (12),& E sub {12} (12)}
Biology will use this cascadance to communicate, regulate and respond to environmental changes. Since biology is so photonoriented, it is necessary to use these constructs in our medical or biological models.
The recurrence relation for the ray position is a linear difference equation governing the ray position of ym. This usually takes
extensive computer work to solve. We also can find another expression for ym by solving the different equations of our recurrent relationship.
Linear differential equations present solutions that satisfy the initial conditions. It is therefore allowable to make a guess for the
solution of our recurrent relationship using a geometric form.

y sub m~ =~ y sub 0 h sup m
h here is a constant. If we substitute our geometric form into this solution, we will find that h will present a quadratic, giving us

h sup 2~ -~ 2bh~ +~ F sup 2~ =~ 0
From the above equation we can now see that
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h~ =~ b~ ±~ j (F sup 2~ -~ b sup 2) sup {1/2}
The results can be presented in more compact form by defining the variable

varphi~ =~ cos sup {-1}~ b over F
This allows us to present a solution of positive/negative signs of linear combination so that the exponential functions can be written as a harmonic circular function, so that

y sub m~ =~ y sub {max} F sup m~ sin` (m varphi~ +~ varphi sub 0)
In most applications n1 equals n2, and the determinant of n also equals 1, and F equals 1. Here we will find that the solution for the ray position is

y sub m~ =~ y sub {max}` sin` (m varphi~ +~ varphi sub 0)~~~~~~ stackalign {R&ay~ Position~ \in # A&~
Peridic~ System}

To look at the solution for ym as a harmonic instead of a hyperbolic function there must be a real value to the wavelength. This requires

line b line~ #~ 1~~~ \or~~~ {line A~ +~ D line} over 2~ #~ 1~~~~~~ stackalign {C&ondition~ f\or~ a # S&table~
Solution}

The above equation is known as the condition for a stable solution. This will come into effect as we try to find harmonic solutions in biology for treatment modalities. Indeed our
development and refinement of Rife technology will depend on these equations.
So we can see that a paraxial ray travels through a series of identical unit optical systems, and that each of these systems possesses a ray transfer matrix of the
nature ABCD, such that AD - BC = 1. Thus the paraxial ray will follow a harmonic trajectory. The harmonic trajectory will be bounded if the condition

(A + D)/2

# 1. This is

called the stability condition, and satisfies the harmonic bounded trajectory. The position at the mth stage is then ym = ymax x sin(mn + n0), m = 0,1,2,... Thus n = cos -1[(A +
D)/2]. The constants ymax and n0 can be derived from the initial positions y0 and y1. y1 = Ay0 + B2 0. Here 20 is the initial ray inclination. The ray angles are connected to the
positions by 2 m = (ym

+ 1

- Aym)/B. Then a harmonic function 2 m + 2 maxsin(mn + n1) and we can now see that for a paraxial approximation to be valid it must have a value of 2 max

« 1. Now we know that the ray trajectory is periodic with period s if n/2B is a rational number q/s. This is important in our medical technology of vibrational medicine.

Wave Optics.

Moving into wave optics we need to present the

wave equation. We know that light's photons travel as waves. In free space these light waves will have a

constant speed c0, the speed of light. The refractive index tells us the speed of light in a homogeneous transparent medium. This gives us

c~ =~ c sub 0 over n~~~~~~ stackalign {n~ =~ R&efractive~ \Index # c sub 0~ =~ S&peed~ of~ Light # \I&n~ a~
Medium}

The wavefunction of the optical wave will satisfy the wave equation.

grad sup 2 u~ -~ 1 over c sup 2~ {partial sup 2 u} over {partial t sup 2}~ =~ 0~~~~~ The~ Wave~ Equation

We can see here that L2 is a Laplacian operator, such that the electro, magnetic and static vectors are
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grad sup 2~ =~ partial sup 2/(partial x) sup 2~ +~ partial sup 2 / (partial y) sup 2~ +~ partial sup 2 / (partial z) sup 2
In our wave optical system the wave equation is linear, and the principle of superposition applies.

The boundary operator allows us to understand how the wavefunction

changes when it proceeds from one medium to another. This is dependent on the refractive index of the two items. The wave equation is approximately applicable to media
where the position-dependent refractive indices are known.
Optical intensity must be described here; the optical power per unit of area. Thus it is expressed in units of watts/cm2.

I (tau, t)~ =~ 2` LANGLE u sup 2 (tau, t) RANGLE~~~~~ Optical~ \Intensity

This follows the inverse square law, so that the further we move distance-wise the less optical intensity there is.

The optical power flowing into an area normal to the

propagation of light is known as the intensity.

P (t)~ =~ int from A I (tau, t) d ital A
The optical energy in units of joules that can be collected in a defined interval is a time integral of the optical power over the time interval.
A monochromatic wave also can be represented by a wavefunction that has harmonic time dependence.

u (tau, t)~ =~ a (tau)~ cos` [2 pi nu t~ +~ varphi (tau)] #
phantom x #
stackalign {a (tau)~ =&~ amplitude #
varphi (tau)~ =&~ phase #
nu~ =&~ frequency~ (cycles/s~ \or~ Hz) #
omega~ =&~ 2 pi nu~ =~ angular~ frequency~ (radians/s)}
The amplitude and phase are position-dependent, but the wavefunction is a harmonic function of time with frequency. The frequency of an optical wave will lie between 3 x 1011
to 3 x 1016 Hz. It is interesting that this should also be the same set of boundaries that we observed in the "Mitogenic Radiation" chapter of Quantum Biology. This range of
activity allows for the existence of transfer of mitogenic radiation energy. This allows us to understand monochromatic waves.
To represent a complex wavefunction

U (tau, t)~ =~ a (tau)~ exp` [j varphi (tau)]~ exp` (j 2 pi nu t),
which leads us to

u (tau, t)~ =~ Re` \{U (tau, t)\}~ =~ ½[U (tau, t)~ +~ U sup * (tau, t) ]
Our complex wavefunction will allow us to see that a wave with wavefunction can be simplified somewhat. Here we have the wave equation

grad sup 2 U~ =~ 1 over {c sup 2}~ {partial sup 2 u} over {partial t sup 2}~ =~ 0~~~~~~ The~ Wave~ Equation

Substituting the function U into the wave equation will result in

(partial sup 2~ +~ k sup 2) U (tau)~ =~ 0~~~~~~ Helmholtz~ Equation

This also can be expressed by

k~ =~ {2 pi nu} over c~ =~ omega over c~~~~~~ Wavenumber

To determine optical intensity we use
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stackalign {2 u sup 2 (tau, t)~ =&~ 2a sup 2 (tau)~ cos sup 2 [2 pi nu t~ +~ varphi (tau)] #
=&~ line U (tau) line sup 2 \{1~ +~ cos` (2`[2 pi nu t~ +~ varphi (tau) ])\}}
If this is averaged over an optical period, the second term will vanish, so that we can now describe optical intensity simply with

I (tau)~ =~ line U (tau) line sup 2~~~~~~ Optical~ \Intensity

We can see that the optical intensity of a monochromatic wave is the absolute square of its complex amplitude. The intensity of a monochromatic wave does not vary with time.

A monochromatic wave of frequency < is described by a complex wavefunction U(r,t) = U(r)exp( j2B<t), which satisfies the wave equation.

The complex amplitude U(r) satisfies the Helmholtz equation; its magnitude
The optical intensity is I(r) = U(r)

2

U(r)

and argument arg{U(r)} are the amplitude and phase of the wave, respectively.

. The wavefronts are the surfaces of constant phase, n(r) = arg{U(r)} = 2Bq (q = integer).

The wavefunction u(r,t) is the real part of the complex wavefunction, u(r,t) = Re{U(r,t)}. The wavefunction also satisfies the wave equation.

To understand the wavelength we must use

lambda~ =~ c over nu~~~~~~ stackalign {nu&~ =~ Frequency #
phantom x& phantom y #
W&avelength}

This allows us to calculate wavelength from the speed of light and its frequency.
Knowing that a wavefunction is periodic in time with period 1/Hz and periodic in space with period 2B/k, we now can calculate the wavelength, using the
wavelength equation.
Since the phase of the complex wavelength will vary with time, and position depends on the variable, we know that c is called the phase velocity of the wave. It
can be deduced that a monochromatic wave propagating through a medium of different refractive indices can remain the same in frequency, but its velocity, wavelength and
wavenumber are altered through

c~ =~ {c sub 0} over n,~~~ lambda~ =~ {lambda sub 0} over n,~~~ k~ =~ nk sub 0

If we have a spherical wave that starts at an xy axis,

we can see that as the spherical wave proceeds it will become paraboid-like, and then it will later become planar.
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As we have discussed, a paraxial wave is one in which the wavefronts consist of paraxial rays. For an example of a paraxial wave we would start with a plane
wave, regarded as a carrier wave, and modulate its complex envelope.

Thus it will carry a varying function of position in a complex amplitude of the modulated wave. This

becomes

U (tau)~ =~ A (tau)~ exp` (-jkz)
By substituting into the Helmholtz equation we can arrive at

grad sub T sup 2 A~ -~ j2k~ {partial A} over {partial z}~ =~ 0~~~~~~ stackalign {P&araxial~ Helmholtz #
E&quation}

This equation is an example of a slowly varying envelope approximation of the Helmholtz equation. We will call it the paraxial Helmholtz equation. It resembles the Schrödinger
equation of quantum physics. We will use this later in our medical systems.

Diffraction Gratings.

Since we mentioned diffraction gratings in the book Quantum Biology, let us now briefly expand on diffraction gratings as an initial explanation for interference
patterns.
A diffraction grating allows us to send light through two or more holes, in which the amplitude of two different waves can either be at additive and increasing or
negative and actually canceling each other out. This is shown as

theta sub q~ =~ theta sub i~ +~ q` lambda over LAMBDA~~~~~~ Grating~ Equation

(When a wave is canceled out, so to speak, it generates a surge in the electromagnetic static virtual side. This shifts these waves from virtual to real with dramatic effects on
quantum and biological systems).

A diffraction grating can also serve as a spectrometer in comparing two different waves of different wavelengths. This is shown as

sin` theta sub q~ =~ sin` theta sub i~ +~ q` lambda over LAMBDA
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When multiple optical waves are together in the same region of space and time, the total wavefunction is the sum of all of the individual wave functions. Thus as these waves
cross through space and time, their collective force can make them more potent. Or they can wipe each other out if one is negative and one is positive and their added force
equals 0. This is known as superposition.
The principle of superposition tells us that the linearity is derived from the linearity of the wave equation.

This deals with amplitude, not intensity.

The

superposition principle will not be applicable to optical intensity. If we superimpose two waves, we will not always get the sum of their intensities. Ray optics cannot explain
interference, but our wave phenomenon can.
Let us now look at the interference two waves may have on each other. When monochromatic waves of varying amplitudes are superimposed, we get a result of

U (tau)~ =~ U sub 1 (tau)~ +~ U sub 2 (tau)
Here we can see that the intensity of individual waves is shown as

I~ =~ line U line sup 2~ =~ line U sub 1~ +~ U sub 2 line sup 2~ =~ line U sub 1 line sup 2~ +~ line U sub 2 line
sup 2~ +~ U sub 1 sup *` U sub 2~ +~ U sub 1 U sub 2 sup *
The explicit dependence on r was omitted for convenience. Thus substituting will show

U sub 1~ =~ I sub 1 sup ½` exp` (j varphi sub 1)~ \and~ U sub 2~ =~ I sub 1 sup ½` exp` (j varphi sub 2)
Now we can see that the phase of the two waves can produce the interference equation.

I~ =~ I sub 1~ +~ I sub 2~ +~ 2 (I sub 1 I sub 2) sup {1/2}~ cos` varphi~~~~~~ Interference~ Equation

Infrared (heat) is the byproduct of this interference. Because the scalar waves that result are in the mitogenic radiation realm, the result is heat or visible light.
This resulting interference is felt by living systems and has effects on bio-quantum systems.
The effect can be reduced to

varphi~ =~ varphi sub 2~ -~ varphi sub 1
Now we know the interference equation, which tells us about the geometry that can be calculated in a phasor diagram.
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An interferometer is an optical instrument that is capable of splitting a wave into two waves using a beam splitter. It produces a delay of unequal distances and
redirects them using mirrors and partial mirrors. There are many types of interferometers on the market. In our medical chapter we will discuss how we can produce interferons
with some disease-causing wavefunctions in the body, and how we can possibly run interference to wipe out these disease-causing frequencies while amplifying healthy
frequencies. This produces the mitogenic-like radiation which feels like heat. The scalar effects are a bio-quantum-effecting energy.
We first need to understand interference with complex amplitudes. We first lay out

U sub m~ =~ I sub 0 sup ½` exp` [j (m~ -~ 1) varphi],~~~ m~ =~ 1, 2,` ...,` M
Where these waves have equal intensities, the phase difference between the successive waves is n. To derive the equation for the intensity and to find out the amplitude, the
superposition of the wave is then

U~ =~ I sub 0 sup ½(1~ +~ h~ +~ h sup 2~ +~ @ @ @~ +~ h sup {M-1})~ =~ I sub 0 sup ½
~ {1~ -~ h sup M} over {1~
-~ h} #
phantom x #
=~ I sub 0 sup ½
~ {1~ -~ exp` (jM varphi)} over {1~ -~ exp` (j varphi)}
The corresponding intensity, thus, is

I~ =~ line U line sup 2~ =~ I sub 0~ left line {{exp` (-jM varphi / 2)~ -~ exp` (jM varphi / 2)} over {exp` (-j varphi /
2)~ -~ exp` (j varphi / 2)}} right line sup 2
resulting in the interference of M waves.

I~ =~ I sub 0~ {sin sup 2 (M varphi/2)} over {sin sup 2 (varphi/2)}
If we deal with waves of progressively smaller amplitude, such as a lifetime broadening effect, we can see that there are equal phase differences.

U sub 1~ =~ I sub 0 sup ½,~~~ U sub 2~ =~ hU sub 1,~~~ U sub 3~ =~ hU sub 2~ =~ h sup 2 U sub 1,~ ...
This superposition has a complex amplitude of

U~ =~ U sub 1~ +~ U sub 2~ +~ U sub 3~ +~ ... #
stackalign {=&~ I sub 0 sup ½~ (1~ +~ h~ +~ h sup 2~ +~ ... #
phantom x&~ phantom y #
=&~ {I sub 0 sup ½} over {1~ -~ h}~ =~ {I sub 0 sup ½} over {1~ -~ re sup {j varphi}} }
The intensity will be

I~ =~ {I sub 0} over {(1~ -~ r) sup 2~ +~ 4 sub r`` sin sup 2` (varphi /2)}
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It is convenient to write this equation in the form that will tell us the intensity of the infinite number of waves, yielding

I~ =~ {I sub {max}} over {1~ +~ (2ö / pi) sup 2` sin sup 2 (varphi / 2)}~~~~~~ stackalign {I&ntensity~ of~ an~
Infinite #
N&umber~ of~ Waves}

where
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I sub {max}~ =~ {I sub 0} over {(1~ -~ r)} sup 2
which finally results in the finesse parameter.

ö~ =~ {pi r sup {1/2}} over {1~ -~ r}~~~~~~ Finesse

Finally, we can calculate the width of the interference pattern.

DELTA varphi~ =~ {2 pi} over ö~~~~~~ stackalign {W&idth~ of~ Interference # P&attern}

As we address complex waveforms we must move into a Fourier analysis, which allows us to understand how complex waveforms can be combined and
decombined out of their utilization. Later in this discourse we will review electronic devices that can perform these functions for biology and medicine.
Monochromatic light has a wavefunction that is generally harmonic in space and time. Often reality does not live up to this perfect harmonic representation. A
polychromatic wave can contain many monochromatic waves, and can be broken up from the Fourier transform.

u (r, t)~ =~ int from {-infinity} to infinity U sub nu (r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) d nu

Developing the transform further we find

U sub nu (r)~ =~ int from {- infinity} to infinity u ( r, t)` exp` (-j2 pi nu t) dt
Since there are real amplitude measures, they are symmetrical in wavelength. We can simplify the equation to

stackalign {int from {- infinity} to 0 U sub nu (r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) d nu~ =&~ int from 0 to infinity U sub { - nu} (r)`
exp` (-j2 pi nu t) d nu #
=&~ int from 0 to infinity U sub n * (r)` exp` (-j2 pi nu t) d nu}
The sum of its complex functions in its conjugate is

u (r,t)~ =~ int from 0 to infinity [U sub nu (r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t)~ +~ U sub nu sup * (r)` exp` (-j2 pi nu t)] d nu
in monochromatic light the complex equation is twice the first term,
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U (r, t)~ =~ int from 0 to infinity [ U sub nu (r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) d nu
resulting in the wavefunction

u (r,t)~ =~ Re \{U (r,t)\}~ =~ ½[U (r,t)~ +~ U sup * (r,t)]
This is known as the complex analytical signal , which is obtained in the wavefunction using three steps:

a) determine the Fourier transfer
b) eliminate negative frequencies multiplied by 2
c) determine the inverse Fourier transforms.

Each Fourier transform satisfies the wavefunction. So we know that the complex wavefunction itself satisfies the wave equation. The magnitude of the Fourier transform of the
complex wavefunction of a quasi- chroma tic wave is illustrated below.

To calculate the intensity of the wavefunction

stackalign {I (r,t)~ =&~ 2~ langle u sup 2 (r,t) rangle #
=&~ 2~ langle \{½[U (r,t)~ +~ U sup * (r,t) ] \} sup 2 rangle #
=&~ ½~ langle U sup 2 (r,t) rangle~ +~ ½~ langle U sup * sup 2 (r,t) rangle~ +~ langle U (r,t) U sup * (r,t) rangle}
In calculating the optical intensity of the quasi-monochromatic light we find

I (r,t)~ =~ line U (r,t) line sup 2~~~~~~ stackalign {O&ptical~ Intensity~ of #
Q&uasi-Monochromatic~ Light}

This will allow us to analyze, understand and discern some of the medical implications of our wavefunction for biology in medicine.

Electromagnetic Optics.

Light as an electromagnetic wave complies with all of the same theoretical principles that govern electromagnetic radiation.
Electromagnetic radiation, as we described before, is a coupled vector of an electric field wave and a magnetic field wave. Both occur simultaneously if there is
movement.

The wave optic theory describes light as a single scalar wave in a function of position in time.

However, the wavefunction theory does not hold for the entire

electromagnetic spectrum. Electromagnetic optics allows us to broaden our scientific understanding over the wave optic theory.
Both electric and magnetic vectors are functions of position in time.

In the electromagnetic optic theory we need six scalar functions of position in time to

thoroughly describe light in free space. Three of these are real electro, magnetic, and static. Each of these has a virtual counterpart. These virtual components have profound
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effects on biology. This points out the subtle ability of biology to use virtual photons. The cadeusesus coil uses an interference system to cancel out the electromagnetic and
static components, to leave the virtual or imaginary components. These can produce influence on cells and living tissue.
Maxwell defined some of the first equations to mathematically outline the relationships.
The first Maxwell equations of free space are outlined here.

alignl grad~ times~ phantom H~ =~ epsilon sub 0` {partial õ} over {partial t} #
alignl grad~ times~ õ~ =~ -mu sub 0` {partial phantom H} over {partial t} #
alignl phantom x #
alignl grad~ @~ õ~ =~ 0 #
alignl grad~ @~ phantom H~ =~ 0~~~~~~ stackalign {M&axwell's~ Equations #
(&Free~ Space)}

The constant ,o . (1/36B) x 10-9 and µo = 4B x 10-7 (MKS units). Here ,o equals electric permittivity and µo describes magnetic permeability of free space. L @ and L x are the
divergence and curl operations.

Some of the conditions needed to describe the magnetic and electric fields to satisfy Maxwell's equations come from the wave equation.

grad sup 2 u~ -~ 1 over c sub 0 sup 2~ {partial sup 2 u} over {partial t sup 2}~ =~ 0~~~~~~ The~ Wave~ Equation

On further expounding we can find the speed of light in free space, which is 3 x 108 meters per second.

c sub 0~ =~ 1 over {(epsilon sub 0 mu sub 0)} sup {1/2}~~~ APPROX~ 3~ times~ 10 sup 8~ m/s~~~~~~ stackalign
{S&peed~ of~ Light #
(&Free~ Space)}

There are three scalar components of the electric field and three scalar component field, each in x, y, z. Since Maxwell's equations and the wave equation are linear, we will
find that the principle of superposition fits. That is to say that if two sets of electric and magnetic fields are solutions to these equations, their sum is also a solution. This allows
us to understand the potentiation of certain fields and to know the negation of certain fields.
In a medium in which there are no free electric ch arges or currents two more vector fields also need to be analyzed and discussed for our understanding. These
are the electric flux density (sometimes called the electric displacement) and the magnetic flux density.

alignl grad~ times~~~ =~ {partial phantom D} over {partial t} #
alignl grad~ times~ õ~ =~ -`` {partial phantom B} over {partial t} #
alignl phantom x #
alignl grad~ @~ phantom D~ =~ 0#
grad~ @~ phantom B~ =~ 0~~~~~~~~~~ stackalign {M&axwell's~ Equation #
(&Source-Free~ Medium}

This leads us to two other needed components:

phantom D~ =~ epsilon sub 0 õ~ =~ phantom P #
phantom B~ =~ mu sub 0 phantom H~ +~ mu sub 0 phantom M
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where

is the polarization density,

is the magnetization density. Where there is a dielectric medium the polarization density is the macroscopic sum of the electric dipole

moments that the electric field induces. The magnetization density from the dielectric medium is a result of the magnetic field. In free space

=

= 0, since there is a

nonmagnetic medium. This happens so that
= ,oõ and = µo .
The flow of electromagnetic power is governed by the vector

phantom T~ =~ õ~ times~ phantom H
which is also known as the Poynting vector . The optical intensity I (the power flow across the unit area normal to the vector) is h
t e magnitude of the time-averaged Poynting
vector.
Now let us describe the dielectric medium.
The dielectric medium is exhibited in relationship to the polarization density in the electric field. This is called the medium equation . This is created as an electric
field that attempts to cross a medium.

We still must note that the electric field and the polarization density are functions of position and time.

Definitions
A dielectric medium is said to be linear if the vector field (r,t) is related linearly to the vector field õ(r,t). The principle of superposition then applies.

The medium is said to be nondispersive if its response is instantaneous; i.e.,

at time t is determined by õ at the same time t and not by prior values of õ.

Nondispersiveness is clearly an idealization since any physical system, however fast it may be, has a finite response time.

The medium is said to be homogeneous if the relation between and õ is independent of the position r.

The medium is called isotropic if the relation between the vectors

and õ is independent of the direction of the vector õ, so that the medium looks the same from

all directions. The vectors and õ must then be parallel.
The medium is said to be spatially nondispersive if the relation between and õ is local; i.e.,
chapter the medium is always assumed to be spatially nondispersive.
The electric susceptibility can be determined by the value of P in

phantom P~ =~ epsilon sub 0 chi õ
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Substituting, we can follow

phantom D~ =~ epsilon õ #
phantom x #
epsilon~ =~ epsilon sub 0 (1~ +~ chi)
Now we will find that the scalar constant of the electric permittivity of the medium allows us to calculate a dielectric constant of a ratio.
Now we can outline Maxwell's equations of linear, homogeneous, isotropic, and nondispersive source-free media.

alignl grad~ times~ phantom H~ =~ epsilon` {partial õ} over {partial t}~~~~~~~ stackalign {M&axwell's~
Equations #
(&Linear,~ Homogeneous, #
I&sotropic,~ Nondispersive, #
S&ource-Free~ Medium)} #
alignl grad~ times~ õ~ =~ -mu sub 0` {partial phantom H} over {partial t} #
phantom x #
alignl grad~ @~ õ~ =~ 0~ #
alignl grad~ @~ phantom H~ =~ 0

As we have shown before,

grad sup 2 u~ -~ 1 over c sup 2~ {partial sup 2 u} over {partial t sup 2}~~~~~~ Wave~ Equation

Recounting our speed of light in a medium formula

c~ =~ c sub 0 over n~~~~~~ stackalign {S&peed~ of~ Light #
(&\In~ a~ Medium)}

and our refractive index formula

n~ =~ left ( epsilon over epsilon sub 0 right ) sup {1/2}~ =~ (1~ +~ chi) sup {1/2}~~~~~~ Refractive~ Index

slightly varied, we can now calculate

c sub 0~ =~ 1 over {(epsilon sub 0 mu sub 0) sup {1/2}}
and show that the constant n is the ratio of the speed of light in free space to that in the medium. Therefore we can conclude that the refractive index of the medium is related to
the dielectric constant. In fact, the refractive index is the square root of the dielectric constant. This confirms the static connection to the photon.
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Now if we consider an inhomogeneous medium that is nonisotropic, we can see that a new wave equation is needed.

grad sup 2 õ~ -~ 1 over c sup 2 (r)~ {partial sup 2 õ} over {partial t sup 2}~ =~ 0~~~~~~ stackalign {W&ave~
Equation #
(&Inhomogeneous~ Medium)}

We vary Maxwell's equation to conclude

grad~ times~ (grad~ times~ õ)~ =~ grad (grad~ @~ õ)~ -~ mu sub 0` {partial sup 2 phantom D} over {partial t sup
2}

We graph this relationship out below.

We can now find values of the electric field that allow us to describe the equation

grad sup 2 õ~ -~ 1 over {c sup 2 (r)}~ {partial sup 2 õ} over {partial t sup 2}~ +~ grad~ left (1 over c` grad
epsilon~ @~ õ right )~ =~ 0
If the medium for which we are measuring the dielectric is not isotropic, the relationship of the vectors and õ would depend on the direction of the vectorõ.

phantom P sub i~ =~ sum from j epsilon sub 0 chi sub {ij} õ sub j
The dielectric properties of the medium we described would display a constant known as the susceptibility tensor.

phantom D sub i~ =~ sumfrom j epsilon sub {ij} õ sub j
The elements of ,ij are known as the electric permittivity tensor .
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From this diagram we can see that our matrix is expanded to a more complex format that catalogs the x, y, z capacities of the various factors. We can further expand this to
include the scalar components xs , ys , zs .
If we deal with monochromatic light, the electric and magnetic field components will be harmonic functions of time of the same frequency.

õ (r,t)~ =~ Re \{E (r)` exp` (j omega t)\} #
phantom H (r,t)~ =~ Re \{H (r)` exp` (j omega t)\}
Here T is the angular frequency, < is the frequency, and the amplitudes of , , and are real functions. Substituting in for the boundary layer in Maxwell's equation we will see

alignl grad~ times~ H~ =~ j omega D #
alignl grad~ times~ E~ =~ -j omega B~~~~~~ stackalign {M&axwell's~ Equations # (&Source-Free~ Medium; #
M&onochromatic~ Light)} #
alignl grad~ @~ D~ =~ 0 #
alignl grad~ @~ B~ =~ 0

Countering this to Maxwell's equations for monochromatic light in linear, homogeneous, isotropic, nondispersive source-free media

alignl grad~ times~ H~ =~ j omega epsilon E #
alignl grad~ times~ E~ =~ -j omega mu sub 0 H~~~~~~ stackalign {M&axwell's~ Equations~ (Monochromatic~
Light; # L&inear,~ Homogeneous,~ \Isotropic, # N&ondispersive,~ Source-Free~ Medium} #
alignl grad~ times~ E~ =~ 0 #
alignl grad~ times~ H~ =~ 0

In a nonhomogeneous medium Maxwell's equations remain applicable. But there will be a position dependence. In a dispersive medium the electric field and the polarization
density will be connected by a dynamic relation. The result is
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P~ =~ omega sub 0 chi (nu) E
where

chi (nu)~ =~ int from {- infinity} to infinity x (t)` exp` (-j2 pi nu t) dt
The above formula shows a Fourier transform that allows us to understand some of the complexities. The relationship between D and E is very similar.
The relationship between electric flux density and the electric field can also be shown

E~ =~ epsilon (nu) E
where

epsilon (nu)~ =~ epsilon sub 0 [1~ +~ chi (nu)]
Our concept of biology must be able to deal with absorption, since few of the factors in the body are totally transparent. These dielectric materials will absorb light,
and often are represented phenomenologically by a very complex susceptibility.
The below formula shows us some of this complexity.

chi~ =~ chiN~ +~ j chiO
If we look at some of the factors of absorption and dispersion,
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A variation of the Helmholtz equation along with this complexity allows us to see

k~ =~ omega (omega mu sub 0) sup {1/2}~ =~ (1~ +~ chi) sup {1/2} k sub 0~ =~ (1~ +~ chiN~ +~ j chiO) sup {1/2}
k sub 0
The plane wave traveling in a medium in a z-direction is described by a complex amplitude. Since k is complex, both the magnitude and phase of µ vary with z. It is useful to
write k in terms of its real and imaginary parts. Here we can obtain

beta~ -~ j ½alpha~ =~ k sub 0 (1~ +~ chiN~ +~ j chiO) sup {1/2}
The absorption coefficient = the attenuation coefficient = the extinction coefficient. This is very important in our development, and also will be important in our study of mi togenic
radiation.
Here we can see that absorption is wave-linked, and thus frequency-dependent. Our absorption coefficient and refractive index formula help to point this out.
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n~ -~ j~ alpha over {2k sub 0}~ =~ (1~ +~ chiN~ +~ j chiO) sup {1/2}~~~~~~ stackalign {A&bsorption~ Coefficient
#
a&nd~ Refractive~ Index}

Certain media are very weakly absorbing, and provide a different type of formula.

alignl n~ approx~ 1~ +~ ½chiN #
phantom x #
alignl alpha~ approx~ -k sub 0 chiO~~~~~~~~ Weakly~ Absorbative~ Medium

The refractive index is related in a linear fashion to the real part of the susceptibility. The absorption coefficient, however, is proportional to the imaginary part. In
an absorptive medium P" is negative and " is positive. For an amplifying medium P" is positive and " is negative.
Absorption is very close to dispersion. These are similar factors of slightly different phenomena. A dispersive material, having a wavelength-appended refractive
index, must also be absorptive. The absorption coefficient will be dependent on the wavelength.
This relationship between absorption and refractive index will have an underlying connection between the real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility.
develops in
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alignl chiN (nu)~ =~ 2 over pi` int from 0 to infinity` {s chiO (s)} over {s sup 2~ -~ nu sup 2}` ds #
phantom x #
alignl chiO (nu)~ =~ 2 over pi` int from 0 to infinity` {nu chiN (s)} over {nu sup 2~ -~ s sup 2}~~~~~~ KramersKronig~ Relations

This allows us to understand the real and imaginary components of the susceptibility.
As we study the resonant medium we can find a dielectric medium for which a dynamic relationship between the polarization density and the electric field can be
described by the linear second-order differential equation.

d sup 2 over {dt sup 2}~ +~ sigma` d over {dt}~ +~ omega sub 0 sup 2~ =~ omega sub 0 sup 2~ =~ omega sub 0
sup 2 epsilon sub 0 chi sub 0 õ #
phantom x #
alignr Resonant~ Dielectric~ Medium

Since the refractive index is the square root of the dielectric constant, we can see the definite relation of the static component of electromagnetic radiation. This
will result in an electromagnetic static matrix with three virtual or scalar components. This can then be expanded to a 12-by-12 matrix, as in biology (see Bio-Quantum Matrix).
This relation arises in the motion of the bound charge of the medium.

{d sup 2 x} over {dt sup 2}~ +~ sigma` {dx} over {dt}~ +~ omega sub 0 sup 2 x~ =~ ö over m
m is the mass of the bound charge, T0 is its resonant angular frequency, 6 is the elastic constant, and F is the damping coefficient. The force is ö = eõ and the polarization
density is = Nex where e is the electron charge and N is the number of charges per unit volume. and õ are proportional to x and ö.

In the harmonic monochromatic field the dielectric medium allows us to present

(- omega sup 2~ +~ j sigma omega~ +~ omega sub 0 sup 2)` P~ =~ omega sub 0 sup 2 omega sub 0 chi sub 0 E
This allows us to then develop an expression for the frequency-dependent susceptibility.

chi (nu)~ =~ chi sub 0`` nu sub 0 sup 2 over {nu sub 0 sup 2~ -~ nu sup 2~ +~ j nu DELTA nu}~~~~~~ stackalign
{S&usceptibility~ of~ a #
R&esonant~ Medium}

Finally in calculating the real and imaginary or virtual parts, we come to

chiN (nu)~ =~ chi sub 0`` {nu sub 0 sup 2 (nu sub 0 sup 2~ -~ nu sup 2)} over {(nu sub 0 sup 2~ -~ nu sup 2) sup 2~
+~ (nu DELTA nu) sup 2} #
phantom x #
chiO (nu)~ =~ - chi sub 0`` {nu sub 0 sup 2 nu DELTA nu} over {(nu sub 0 sup 2~ -~ nu sup 2) sup 2~ +~ nu
DELTA nu) sup 2}
Finally our imaginary or virtual part obtains

chi (nu)~ =~ chi sub 0` {nu sub 0 / 2} over {(nu sub 0~ -~ nu)~ +~ j DELTA nu / 2}
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and allows us to conclude

alignl chiO (nu)~ =~ - chi sub 0`` {nu sub 0 DELTA nu} over 4~ 1 over {(nu sub 0~ -~ nu) sup 2~ +~ (DELTA nu /
2) sup 2} #
phantom x #
alignl chiN (nu)~ =~ 2` {nu~ -~ nu sub 0} over {DELTA nu}` chiO (nu) #
phantom x #
alignr stackalign {S&usceptibility~ Near #
R&esonance}

Thus our maneuvering has allowed us to uncover some of the relations of an electromagnetic optic system. These six dimensions of light, three real and three
virtual, have profound effects on biology. This leads to the concept of light in medicine for diagnosis or treatment.

Quantum Optics.

Now let us look at quantum optics, involving the quantum elements of the photon.
For years, there were still phenomena that could not be explained by electromagnetic optics, until quantum optics offered some possible explanations.
development of the theory of quantum electrodynamics allowed for the existence of this quantum optics.

The

Quanta meant quantity, and Max Planck proposed that there was a

packet of energy known as the photon, one quanta.
We outlined some of the information necessary to understand quantum theory in Quantum Biology and in Bio-Quantum Matrix. Today quantum electrodynamics
(QED) is accepted as a useful theory to explain almost all optical phenomena.
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In our QED electric and magnetic fields are operators in a vector space.

The photon is a particle that participates in a wave; apparently having zero mass,

electromagnetic components, angular momentum, linear momentum, and other quantum dynamics.
In trying to understand black-body radiation Max Planck proposed the idea of quantum theory, and named this packet the photon. One principle of quantum
dynamics is that we are not sure of all the values of position, time, energy, or momentum; nor can we be absolutely sure of the number of photons in a stream.
Light in a resonator is comprised of a set of modes containing several identical photons. Characteristics of the mode such as its frequency, spatial distribution,
direction of propagation, and polarization can be assigned to the photon. The energy of the photon can be displayed as a function of frequency.

E~ =~ h nu~ =~ S omega

S (Planck's constant) is 6.63 x 10-34, and helps us to relate our idea of the quantum packet.
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The higher the frequency the more energy carried by the photon. Here the particle nature of the theory helps to tell us about the energy. In our quantum theory we are not sure
whether the light is a wave or a particle, or both at any given point in time. The probability of our observing a photon or knowing exactly where it is has to be stated as just that;
probability determinations.
The probability p(r) dA of observing a photon at a point r within an incremental area dA, at any time, is proportional to the local optical intensity I(r) " U(r) 2,

p (r) dA~ alpha~ I (r) dA~~~~~ Photon~ Position
A photon's momentum is tied to the wavevector of its associated wavefunction by the following rule.
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A photon in a mode described by the plane wave

E (r,t)~ =~ A` exp` (-jk~ @~ r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) e hat
has a momentum vector

p~ =~ Sk
The photon travels in the direction of the wavevector and the magnitude of the momentum is p = S = S2B/8, i.e.,

p~ =~ h over lambda
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In our study of electromagnetic optics we found the same energy momentum energy relationship for a plane wave, where p was the momentum content of the unit of a cell. Of
course, the concept of the photon did not exist thoroughly in the electromagnetic optics, since we were dealing with waveforms. Here we are able to deepen our understanding
by finding the factors of the Planck's constant in our photon optics.
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In calculating the momentum of the localized wave we can use some of the following data.
The momentum of a photon described by an arbitrary complex wavefunction AU(r)exp( j2B<t) is uncertain. It has the value
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p~ =~ Sk,
with probability proportional to A(k)

2

, where A(k) is the amplitude of the plane-wave Fourier component of U(r) with wavevector k.

Photons also possess angular momentum, known as spin. The magnitude of photon spin can be revealed in

S~ =~ ±S~~~~~~ Photon~ Spin

There is right- or left-handedness of the polarized photon, as we analyze their spin and momentum vectors.

The probability of observing a photon at a certain time also comes into our equation.
The probability of observing a photon at a point r within the incremental area dA, and during the incremental time interval dt following time t, is proportional to the
intensity of the mode at r and t, i.e.,

P (r,t)~ dA~ dt~ alpha~ I (r,t)~ dA~ dt~ alpha~ line U (r,t) line sup 2~ dA~ dt#
phantom x #
alignr Photon~ Position~ \and~ Time
Time and energy are also related in an uncertainty position.

The time during which a photon in a one-color mode of frequency may be detected is uncertain, whereas the

frequency is absolutely certain. Thus if we know the energy, we cannot know the time. If we know the time, we cannot know the energy. These are part of the limitations of our
quantic system; not being able to understand completely or know any dynamics.
The bound photon time in this way engenders an uncertainty of the photon's frequency. This can result in a Fourier transform, allowing us to calculate the frequent
uncertainty in the Fourier expansion of its harmonic components.

U (t)~ =~ int from {- infinity} to infinity V (nu)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) d nu
If the energy and time are uncertain, then we can get to the time and energy uncertainty proposition.

sigma sub E sigma sub t~ $~ S over 2~~~~~~Time-Energy~ Uncertainty

Electromagnetic radiation may be described as a sum of modes, e.g., monochromatic uniform plane waves of the form

E (r,t)~ =~ sum from q A sub q` exp` (jk sub q~ @~ r)` exp` (j2 pi nu sub q t) e hat sub q
Each plane wave has two orthogonal polarization states (e.g., vertical/horizontal-linearly polarized, right/left-circularly polarized, etc.) represented by the vectors

q

. When the

energy of a mode is measured, the result is an integer (in general, random) number of energy quanta (photons). Each photon associated with the mode q has the following
properties:
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Energy E =hq.

Momentum p = Sk.
Spin S = ± S, if it is circularly polarized.

The photon is equally likely to be found anywhere in space,
and at any time, since the wavefunction of the mode is a
monochromatic plane wave.

The choice of modes is not unique. A modal expansion in terms of nonmonochromatic (quasimonochromatic), nonplanar waves,

E (r,t)~ =~ sum from q A sub q U sub q (r,t) e hat sub q,
is also possible. The photons associated with the mode q then have the following properties:

Photon position and time are governed by the complex wavefunction Uq(r,t). The
probability of detecting a photon in the incremental time between t and t + dt, in
an incremental area dA at position r, is proportional to Uq(r,t)

2

dA dt.

If Uq(r,t) has a finite time duration F t, i.e., if the photon is localized in time, then
the photon energy h<q has an uncertainty hF < $ h/4BF t.
If Uq(r,t) has a finite spatial extent in the transverse ( z = 0) plane, i.e., if the
photon is localized in the x direction, for example, then the direction of photon
momentum is uncertain. The spread in photon momentum can be determined by
analyzing Uq(r,t) as a sum of plane waves, the wave with wavevector k corresponding to photon momentum Sk. Localization of the photon in the transverse
plane results in a spread of the uncertainty of the photon-momentum direction.

In the real world we deal mostly with photon streams. This allows us to deal with a large number of photons. Our photon detector allows us to see when photons
hit, on the oscilloscope. The spatial patterns of these photons is manifested by using the detector, which integrates over a fixed exposure time. A list of some of the mean
photon flux densities is given.

Source

Mean Photon-Flux Density for Several Light Sources
Mean Photon Flux Density
(photons/s-cm2
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106
108
1010
1012
1014
1022

Starlight
Moonlight
Twilight
Indoor light
Sunlight
Laser light (10-mW He-Ne laser beam at 8o = 633
nm focused to a 20-µm-diameter spot)
Strong mitogenic radiation
Weak mitogenic radiation
W. B. C. chemiluminescence

103
101
104

In a monochromatic light of frequency and intensity we can calculate the photon-flux density with

phi (r)~ =~ {I (r)} over {h nu}~~~~~~ Mean~ Photon-Flux~ Density

In classical terms we have

phi (r)~ =~ {I (r)} over {h nu bar}
To calculate the mean photon-flux over a specific area we can use

PHI~ =~ int sub A phi (r) dA~ =~ P over {h nu bar}~~~~~~ Mean~ Photon~ Flux

The average energy of the photon is

P~ =~ int sub A I (r) dA
The mean number of photons over an area A and time interval T is

n bar~ =~ PHI T~ =~ T over {h nu bar}
In this formula E = PT is the optical energy, listed in joules.
Classical

Quantum

Optical intensity I(r)

Optical power

P

Optical energy

E

I(r)
Photon-flux density N(r) = ----h

Photon flux

Photon number
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Thus we can see from the above formulas some variant ways to calculate the quantum dynamics of our photon. In polychromatic light we
can see that there are some quantum counterparts as well.

Classical

Quantum

I< (W/cm 2-Hz)

I<
N< = --- (photons/s-cm 2-Hz)
h<

P < (W/Hz)

P<
M< = --- (photons/s--Hz)
h<

E < (J/Hz)

<

E<
= --- (photons/Hz)
h<

Bio-Quantum Optics.
In order to fulfill our definition of optical systems, we now must go beyond even the quantum system into a bio-quantum system,
where we can see that the biophoton generates from virtual dimensions, subspace and thus must have a new system of understanding.
First, in our analysis of bio-quantum optics, we must look at the signal-to-noise ration that can be generated by a living system. In our study
of mitogenic radiation in Quantum Biology we can see definite proof of the bio-quantum dramatic effect in biology.
There are aberrant waveforms from room temperature or from any type of system above 0E K. This type of thermal photon must
be counteracted, as the biological system must take information from the mitogenic photon, sort it out from the thermal background noise,
and thus utilize the information contained on this ray optical system. The first part of our analysis will deal with signal-to-noise ratio.
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In classical physics to find the probability for two independent events one simply adds the probability for each event. But
according to the quantum theory and the superposition principle, one must first add the wave amplitudes for independent events-like an electron going through different holes-- and then take the square to obtain the total probability. As this illustration shows,
the result is quite different from what one expects from classical physics. The square of the sum is not equal to the sum of the
squares. This is why quantum particles do not obey the usual, classical laws of physics and ins tead exhibit quantum weirdness.

If light intensity varies with time, the photon flux-density is also a function of time as well, and can be classified in

phi (r,t)~ =~ {I (r,t)} over {h nu bar}
The optical power and photon flux are also functions of time.
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alignl PHI (t)~ =~ int sub A phi (r,t) dA~ =~ {P (t)} over {h nu bar} #
phantom x #
alignl P(t)~ =~ int sub A I (r,t) dA
The mean number of photons can be calculated by

E bar~ =~ int from 0 to T PHI (t) dt~ =~ E over {h nu bar}
where

E~ =~ int from 0 to T P (t) dt~ =~ int from 0 to T int sub A I (r,t) dAdt
The above formula tells us the optical energy integrated over time and area.
So as we can see the randomness in the number of photons, we can now intuit that this is a fundamental source of noise. We can calculate signal to noise by
calculating the ratio of control to entropy. This gives us

SNR~ =~ {(mean) sup 2} over {variance}~ =~ {n bar sup 2} over sigma sub n sup 2
and the Poisson distribution gives us

SNR~ =~ n bar~~~~~~ stackalign {P&oisson~ Photon~ Number #
S&ignal-\to-Noise~ Ratio}
Now as we proceed into thermal light, into the infrared category, we can see an optical resonator whose walls are maintained at temperature T of a certain
temperature Kelvin, so that the photons are emitted into the modes of the resonator. This obeys the standards of the Stefan-Boltzmann law discussed in the Bio-Quantum
Matrix book, and relates the Boltzmann distribution.

P (E sub n)~ alpha~ exp` left ( -` {E sub n} over {k sub B T} right )~~~~~~Boltzmann~ Distribution
Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, 1.38 x 10 -23 J/K.

According to Max Born's statistical interpretation of the de Broglie -Schrödinger wave, the height or amplitude of the wave when squared gives the probability for
finding the particle at that position. All quantum theory could do was to predict the wave shape and hence the probability that a quantum particle would have
certain properties; it could not predict with certainty the outcome of single measurements of those properties, as did the old classical physics.
Biological systems exceed this formula because of the bio-quantum optic system. Biology needs information transfer to fight for survival in a random,
thermodynamic world. This fight against entropy would not be possible without biophoton-carrying information.

The probability of finding n number of photons in a single mode of a resonator in thermal equilibrium is given by
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alignl p (n)~ alpha~ exp` left (-` {n h nu} over {k sub B T} right ) #
phantom x #
=~ left [ exp` left (-` {h nu} over {k sub B T} right ) right ] sup n,~~~~~~ n~ =~ 0,1,2,...
Finally, we can find an expression for n in

p (n)~ =~ 1 over {n bar~ +~ 1}~ left ( n bar over {n bar~ +~ 1} right ) sup n~~~~~~ Bose-Einstein~ Distribution
This l eads to the conclusion

n bar~ =~ 1 over {exp` (h nu/k sub B T)~ -~ 1}
Using the photon number variance, we achieve

sigma sub n sup 2~ =~ n bar~ +~ n bar sup 2~~~~~~ Bose-Einstein~ Variance
and a signal-to-noise ratio in the Bose-Einstein distribution, which is

SNR~ =~ n bar over {n bar~ +~ 1}
Another calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio can be used in coherent light versus thermal light, which is probably a better detection system for our mitogenic
radiation. This is shown in

~~~~~~~~~~ö sub n ~~~~~~ Coherent~ light #
phantom x #
alignl SNR~ =~ ö sub n over {ö sub n~ +~ 1}~~~ Thermal~ light
In our quantum system of light we see that position, momentum, number of photons and electromagnetic mode are often random quantities. In our quantum
system through indeterminacy we can find that in certain biological systems, what appears to be random might not be random at all.
If we look at the plane wave monochromatic electromagnetic mode in a volume V, we can see that the electric field tells us that

E (r,t)~ =~ A`` exp` (-jk~ @~ r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) e hat

In classical electromagnetic optics the energy of the mode is fixed. But here the electric field may be written as

E (r,t)~ =~ left ( {2 h nu} over {epsilon V} right ) sup {1/2}~ a~ exp` (-jk~ @~ r)` exp` (j2 pi nu t) e hat
Now let's analyze the quantum theory of our harmonic oscillator. A particle of mass m, position x, momentum p and potential energy V(x) = ½ 6x2, where 6 is the
elastic constant, is a harmonic oscillator of total energy ½p2/m + ½ 6x2.

The real and imaginary parts of the variable MM exp ( j2B
B <<t), which governs the complex amplitude of a classical electromagnetic field of frequency.
Angular frequency =w = 2BB <<.
The Schrödinger equation

-` S sup 2 over {2m}~ {d sup 2 psi} over {dx sup 2}~ +~ V (x) psi (x)~ =~ E psi (x)
can now tell us more about this harmonic oscillator. E is the particle energy. For the harmonic oscillator the solutions of the Schrödinger equation will produce discrete values
given by

E sub n~ =~ (n~ +~ ½) h nu,~~~ n~ =~ 0,1,2,...
We can see that the energy states of the quantum energy are reflected by Planck's constant, and are normalized in the Hermite-Gaussian function.

psi sub n (x)~ =~ (2On!) sup {-1/2}~ left ( {2m omega} over h right ) sup {1/2}~ H sub n left [ left ( {m omega}
over S right ) sup {1/2} x right ]` exp` left ( -` {m omega x sup 2} over {2S} right )
Here Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial of the order n.
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In the arbitrary wavefunction expanded in the orthonormal eigenfunction we can find out that the behavior of the particle may be determined as follows:
The probability p(n) that the harmonic oscillator carries n quanta of energy is given by the coefficient cn 2.
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The probability density of finding the particle at the position x is given by R(x)

The probability density that the momentum of the particle is p is given by N(p)

2

2

.

, where N(p) is proportional to the inverse Fourier transform of R(x) evaluated at the

phi (p)~ =~ 1 over sqrt h~ int from {- infinity} to infinity psi (x)~ exp` left (j2 pi` p over h` x right )` dx
frequency p/h,

If we Fourier transform the relationship, we can get an implication of the Heisenberg position-momentum uncertainty relation.

{sigma sub x sigma sub p} over h~ $~ 1 over {4 pi}~~~ \or~~~ sigma sub x sigma sub p~ $~ S over 2
As an analogue between the optical mode and the harmonic oscillator, we know that the energy of the electromagnetic mode can relate

x~ =~ (2h nu) sup {-1/2}` omega x~~~ \and~~~ p~ =~ (2h nu) sup {-1/2} p
An electromagnetic mode of frequency < is described by a complex wavefunction R(x) that governs the uncertainties of the quadrature components x and p and
the statistics of the number of photons in the mode.

psi (x)~ =~ sum from n c sub n psi sub n (x)

The probability p(n) that the mode contains n photons is given by cn

2

, where the cn are coefficients of the expansion of R(x) in terms of the eigenfunctions Rn(x),

phi (p)~ =~ 1 over sqrt pi~ int from {- infinity} to infinity psi (x)~ exp` (j2px)` dx
The probability densities of the quadrature components x and p are given by the function R(x)

2

and N(p) 2, where R(@) and N(@) are related by

If R(x) is known, then N(p) may be calculated and the probability densities of x and p determined. The complex wavefunction R(x) therefore determines the uncertainties of
the quadrature components of the complex amplitude.
Uncertainty can be affected by biological systems via the Nelson effect. This accounts for bio-photon enhancement in apparently unconnected systems. The effect over

Nelson~ effect~ =~ effect~ on~ uncertainty~ =~ sqrt {{Consciousness} over {Negative~ emotions}}
uncertainty is related to consciousness. The effect is:
Biological systems emit biophotons of an organized information field.
Biological systems intake these biophotons as information for fighting against entropy and death.
Emission rates of biophotons are directly proportional to intake sensitivity.
All bio systems eventually lose to entropy, and die.
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In our quadrature uncertainty formula

sigma sub x sigma sub p~ $~ ½~~~~~~ Quadrature~ Uncertainty
we see the that real and imaginary components of an electric field cannot be determined simultaneously with arbitrary precision.
The imaginary components can also be seen as virtual. As we have shown in our Feynman diagrams in Quantum Biology, virtual photons are coming off all
systems. If the system is immersed in a thermal system of photons, such as in room temperature (see Quantum Biology ), then these virtual photons can escape and be treated
as real photons in their system. This virtual exchange allows the biological system to develop photons of a certain informational quality. We see that there is a heightened form
of information that can be utilized in many states. For clinical analyses of these photons we direct the reader to Quantum Biology , where we see the inception of the biophoton
and its generation point.
The mitogenic focused radiation carries information
from one cell to another through the electromagnetic spectrum. In our analysis of this we found that the
transmitted radiation falls between 1012 Hz. and 1016 Hz., which includes infrared, visible light, and a touch of the UV spectrum.
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For our vibrational medicine model we can use the generation of this part of the spectrum in our development of various electronic devices that will treat the body.
Our bio-quantum optics system will analyze not only the virtual transference system but also the information in the transfer of these biophotons. The information generated
within these biophotons will also allow these subatomic particles to interact with biology in a specific manner. The specific fashion of interaction was set at the beginning of the
universe in all matter, which now is culminated with the highest degree of information; those of biological systems. These biological systems are indeed profound in their ability
to transfer information and achieve biological stability.
The bio-quantum optical system is profound in its ability to transfer and utilize various systems. Needed in this system are lenses that can focus. This is one of
the needs for water in biology. Water, with its particular refractive index, can act as a lens and help to focus this mitogenic radiation. Bio-quantum mechanics will be a new,
challenging field for medicine and biology, as our medical systems move into the next century.
The bio-quantum photon system also brings indeterminacy into its analysis, and how indeterminacy can be shaped by biological systems. This was accounted in
the Bio-Quantum Matrix book as the Nelson effect of a biological system to have an effect on an indeterminate system. The shaping of an indeterminate system is another
factor of the bio-quantum optic effect. The shaping of this indeterminacy has thus been covered in the development of our three books.
So the bio-quantum optic system goes beyond the optic system in that there is an enhancement of three parts:
1.
2.

The virtual or imaginary transition into real

The generation of an informational system versus background noise, which biology needs to transfer in order to maintain its fight against the entropic, thermodynamic,
random world
3.

A system of shaped indeterminacy through the biological enhancement of an indeterminate system to allow biology to shape the photon, and thereby affect the
informational system
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\Real~ Particle #
phantom x #
E~ =~ +~ sqrt {(Mass) sup 2 (c) sup 4~ +~ (Momentum) sup 2~ +~ (c) sup 2} #
phantom x #
phantom x #
Virtual #
phantom x #
E~ !=~ +~ sqrt {(Mass) sup 2 (c) sup 4~ +~ (Momentum) sup 2 (c) sup 2}
stackalign {X~~~ phantom x phantom x phantom x& sigma sub p~ =~ ½~~~~ õ (T) #
6& line~ line 7} #
phantom x #
sigma sub x~ =~ ½

Thus our brief summary of quantum and bio-quantum optics shows some things that we have learned technologically by passing up electromagnetic optics. With
this background in physics we can now provide a more scientific and productive system of medicine.
As we have developed our idea of waveforms, we have now come to the biophoton wave, which seems to have the ability to be influenced by other quantic,
uncertain systems at a distance. This, as we have discussed in our other books, accounts for the Nelson effect, and is partially a type of tunnelling. This type of influence on
indeterminacy at a distance by a quantic or biological system can best be described as happening through the phenomenon of subspace. On the TV series Star Trek we've
often seen that subspace is a type of space that is occupied beneath the normal matrix we see, hear and feel. This subspace seems to have been bent, or can be bent, through
many different dimensions.
It is quite apparent that our phenomenon of the biophoton influence of uncertainty, or the Nelson effect, is a phenomenon that happens through subspace. Thus in
the development of our treatise, as we learn more and more about this phenomenon, we might be able to conquer the various technological achievements that we now see only
in science fiction: the achievements of transferring influence and information over great distances, the ability to scan objects at great distances through the particles that flow
through subspace, and possibly even the idea of pushing matter through subspace, as well.
Thus the subspace dimension has its first real analytical proposition in the biophoton applications. This is what all of the Quantum Biology series books are
centered around. For the first time we are introducing the relationship of this with a subspace phenomenon that will become less a part of our future and more a part of our
present as time, science and medicine march on.
Biology and med icine have been so rooted in chemical and classical physics that they have not developed an energetic, photonic or quantum perspective. This
form of analysis is very subtle and is complicated because the infrared radiation coming off the body has always been viewed as a useless byproduct of metabolism. Perhaps
now that can be changed.

SUMMARY
1.

IN THIS CHAPTER WE SHOW ALL THE VARIOUS HISTORIES AND DEVELOP MENTS OF OPTIC THEORY , ALL THE WAY UP TO THE NEW BIO- QUANTUM OPTICS
ASSOCIATING THE BIOPHOTON, THE N ELSON EFFECT, WITH THE VIRTUAL PHOTON AND SCALAR WAVE THEORIES. THUS THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL
ANALYSIS IS KEY IN OUR UNDERSTANDING OF VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE.

2.

IN GOING THROUGH THE UNDERSTANDING OF RAY OPTICS, WAVE OPTICS, ELECTROMAGNETIC OPTI CS, QUANTUM OPTICS AND BIO- QUANTUM OPTICS, WE
CAN PROPOSE AN UNDER STANDING OF THE VARIOUS OPTICAL PHENOMEN A. THIS WILL LAY THE GROUNDWORK FOR THE DEVE LOPMENT OF OUR
VIBRATIONAL MEDICINE.
3.

4.

W E SHOW THE ASSOCIATI ON OF FREQUENCY, WAVELENGTH , ENERGY , AND THE RECIPROCAL WAVELENGTH , AND HOW THEY HAVE BI OLOGICAL
RAMIFICATIONS.
W E SHOW THAT THE ISAACS UNDERSTANDING OF A MATRIX ALSO ALLOWS US TO UNDERSTAND THE BIOPHOTON , BECAUSE THE BIO- PHOTON HAS A
MATRIX OF ITS OWN.
5.

W E SHOW HOW THE BIOPH OTON CAN BE A PINNACLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A BIOLOGICAL THEORY.
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Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim
and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and
dominate medicine to further build their profits.
Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.
The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio,

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.
But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine.
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine.
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma
Big Sugar
Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers

Big Media
Big Banking
Big Money

